
Rail Hook 
VZ 20 
for RailTank Cars

System Description
The mechanic rail hook type VZ 20 is used to keep tankcar 
bottom valves open during loading and unloading – mainly 
those carrying pressureliquefied gases. The rail hook serves 
as a safety link between the tank car and the loading plant.

The common rail section, as used by the German rail ways, 
is type S 49 to DIN 5902. The rail hook is therefore suited 
for this rail section. To ensure reliable operation of the rail 
hook, a rail with this section is required at the loading plant. 
If the existing rail is not type S 49, it is possible to provide an 
auxiliary device on site for engaging the rail hook.

Operation
If the tank car is unintentionally moved, the rail hook is also 
disconnected, and quickclosing of the bottom valves is 
initiated. A melting fuse incorporated in the rail hook ensu
res quickclosing of the bottom valve when the ambient 
temperature exceeds 150 °C, thus providing fire protection. 
In case of other emergencies the cable must be pulled to 
initiate quick closing.

A long spring in the housing of the rail hook compensa tes 
for the difference in height between an empty and a full tank 
car. All external parts of the rail hook are made of bronze or 
brass so that the hook is sparkproof. The length of the rail 
hook can be adjusted between 500 and 650 mm.

Technical Data
Weight 
5.3 kg

Release temperature of melting fuse 
150 °C

Holding force of rail hook 
350 N

Disconnection of rail hook, if tank car is moved  
 500 mm.

Material
External parts: bronze/brass (sparkproof).

Hook for fastening cable

Spring for compensating height variation

Compression spring

Nose unit

Cable

Cap

Compressedair cylinder
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Important Notes
With the holding force of 350 N unloading times are as 
follows:

Example: 
(referred to GESTRA tankcar bottom valves)

Tankcar volume = 90 m3 
Fluid in the tank = butane 
Specific gravity of butane ρ = 601 kg/m3

In accordance with chart opposite for 
ρ = 601 kg/m3 

V = 130 m3/h

The unloading time is:
t
unl.

 = 90 x 60 = 41.5 min
            130

Unloading Chart *)

Unloading volume (tank car)

*)  This chart refers to the maximum flow velocity of 5 m/s across the GESTRA rapidaction bottom valve

V = 3191.57 ·    1/ρ

Butane
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